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the pleasure of making Dr. Lyle's acquaintance since he
camne to Newcastle, but if he would do me the honour of
being my guest for an hour or two, I should be very glad
to give him a clinical demonstration of the simplicity and
success of the advanced method.-I am, etc.,
North Shields, July 14th. F. C. MEARS.

SIR,-After the able reply of Dr. R. P. Rankini Lyle in
the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of July 14th to the practice
advocated by Dr. Mears-which, it is to be hoped, has
been seen by the majority of your readers-I shall hope
that practitioners engaged in obstetrical operations will
not fail to see the force of Dr. Lyle's argument, that " the
whole aim of all teachers of obstetrics is the prevention of
complications, and the reduction of abnormal midwifery
to a minimum."
That complications must ensue from the too early

application of the forceps ought to be as certain to the
mind of the accoucheur as to the gynaecologist, and all
the- more lik ly are those complications to occur whilst
under chloroform. Setting aside the perineum and its
subsequent repair, what aboat those internal lesions
which must frequently occur from such needless proceed-
ings, arid which are but too often quite overlooked in
these "up-to-date" methods? Surely, the application of
the forceps requires no extraordinary skill in the hands of
those properly taught, therefore I would ask, in the cause
of humanity, with what object would any man engaged
in the practice of midwifery rush prematurely to ter-
minate a case when the use of the forceps is clearly
contraindicated ?
In the great majority of cases that will terminate

normally if left alone, rapid delivery under chloroform is
not only opposed to the laws laid down and practised by
the teachers and examiners in obstetrics, but it is mani-
festly unfair to the patient and fraught with danger both
to her and to her offspring.-I am, etc.,
Liverpool, July 17th. CHARLES E. SOLO'MON.

ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL DIPLOMATES OF
SCOTLAND.

SIR,-May I ask (through the medium of the BIRITISa
MEDICAL JOURNAL) those holding Scotch qualifications to
kindly reinform me of the various disabilities and
grievances they may know of appertaining to these
qualifications, in order that they may be investigated
and redressed if possible by the above Association.-I
am, etc.,

CLAUDE ST. AUBYN FARRER (President).
London, W., July 18th.

MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS ON PASSENGER
SHIPS.

SiR,-In these days of large steamers of 10,000 tons
and over, that carry emigrants in addition to first. and
second class passengers, the total number of souls on
board often reaclhes close on 2,000. We therefore have
to consider the ship as a small town containing an
exceptionally large proportion of well-to-do persons.
Owing to the engine-rooms and stoke-holds our ship

may be likened to a manufacturing town, and this,
taken in conj unction with the surgical accidents due
to rough weather, raises the percentage of surgical cases
considerably above that of a town with a similar popu-
lation oni shore.

Sea-sickness also increases the liability to hernia and
miscarriage, and considerably adds to the seriousness of
many diseases. The prevention of infectious and con-
tagious disease is of the highest importance in this little
community, as the unavoidable crowding and the diffi-
culty in obtaining complete isolation render an epidemic
a very serious matter.
A ship such as I mention can therefore be regarded as

a small town particularly liable to infection, and where
thera is an abnormally high proportion of serious medical
an l surgical cases. The medical department should
therefore be highly efficient and the medical officer
exparienced and reliable if the safety of the travelling
public is to be ensured.

Thle great mijority of ships' surgeons can be classified
under one of the following four headings:

1. Young men who are just qualified, and have not yet held
any resident hospital appointment.

2. Men who have tried practice on shore, and have not beea
successful, generally owing to too free an indulgence int
alcobol.

3. Men who are entirely without capital, and whlo have-
become wearied of " assistant " and " locum " work.

4. Men who have temporarily taken to a Eea life in seareh of
health.
Of these four classes, the last is the one that produces the

largest number of reliable medical men practising as ship'
surgeons.

Alcohol is undoubtedly the curse of the ship surgeon's.
life, and too great stress cannot be laid on the importance.
of only appointing strictly sober surgeons.

It is difficult, however, to see how a regular supply of
reliable men is to be obtained under the present condi-
tions, for the pay is so low C£8 to £10 per mensem while
at sea only), and the surgeon is not permitted in most;
lines to demand a fee even from first-class passengers who
come on board suffering from some serious malady that.
requires constant attendance.
Many first-class passengers have, however, told me that.

they would much prefer not to have free medical atten-
dance if by paying ordinary fees they could always be
certain of obtaining the services of a competent medical
man. Surgeons are generally graciously permitted to.
accept presents from passengers, but I need not point out,
how unpfeasant and unsatisfactory this is. My own
experience is that not more than about 20 per cent. of
first-class passengers that have been under medical
treatment ever send the surgeon any fee at all.

Considering the responsibility and the amount of work
to be performed by a conscientious surgeon in medical
charge of such a ship as I have mentioned, I consider
the pay quite inadequate to attract and retain medical
men competent to undertake single-handed all the work
that may arise.

THE NURSING ARRANGEMENT.
I find the " nurse-stewardess," like all half-measures, far-

from satisfactory, as the nurse signs on as a stewardess,
and is only liable for service with the first-elass-pas;,
sengers. She is under the orders of the purser, and not of
the surgeon. In a full ship her stewardess duties do not,
permit of her giving time to the nursing of second or third-
class passengers, even if she is willing to do it as a
favour.
Many lines carry a male hospital attendants who also.

acts as the surgeon's servant. Of those that have come
under my notice, the large majority have been trained in
the R.A.M.C.; they have been reliable men.
The hospital attendants' duties consist in keeping the

hospitals, dispensary, and instruments clean and in good
order, in attending to the sick, and in giving the surgeon
any a3sistance that may be required.

I consider, however, that a female nurse would be able
to perform all his professional duties with the exception
of scrubbing the floors, and would have the advafitage of
being able to nurse both sexes.
Under the " nurse-stewardess " and " hospital-attendant"

system the third-class female passenger is entirely un-
provided for. She is often in a filthily dirty condition
when admitted to hospital, but there is no one to wash
her or nurse her except her fellow-passengers, and they
very naturally almost invariably refuse if there is any
question of the case being of a contagious or infectioua
nature. That a third-class woman passenger should be
entirely dependent on the surgeon and male hospital
attendant for nursing appears to me neither civilized or
decent.

If a nurse were carried in the place of a hospital
attendant, the only additional cost would be that of a.
youth, who would act as doctor's servant and do the rough
hospital work, such as scrubbing floors, etc. With
ordinary wooden decks to the hospitals, it is very difficult-
to keep the third-class hospitals clenn, as it is impossible
to prevent the third class patients from expectorating, and
occasionally vomiting, on to the floor.

I consider that the following suggestions, if adopted,
would ensure an efficeint medical department at a scarcely
appreciable increased cost:

A. Stazff.
1. That the medical officer should be required to have held a.

resident medical anld surgical appointment in a large hospital.
That the medical officer be permitted to charge fees to.
first-class passenlgers for attendance.

2. That a fully-trained hospital nurse be carried. That she


